BOSS Security Operations Platform

Prevent Attacks With 24/7
Threat Visibility
The award-winning BOSS (Business Operation Security Suite) Security Operations
Platform provides an unprecedented 24/7 holistic view no one else can offer.
It relays consistently reliable data on risks and threats by mapping your entire
digital environment and tapping into the world’s best proprietary threat
intelligence database. The patented BOSS responds to the increased demands
of organizations to leverage limited resources cost-effectively while balancing
operational risk management, cybersecurity, and threat response.

A Security Solution Tailored to Your Unique Demands
Speed, context, and consistency are critical to effective cybersecurity. BOSS
enables our Security Operations Center (SOC) team to provide you with all three
more effectively than anyone else.
•

Deploys faster and easier than any other platform on the market

•

Reduces overhead with an agentless approach to discovery and data collection

•

Delivers unprecedented 24/7 visibility into your entire environment

•

Uncovers hidden vulnerabilities that can expose you to cyber threats

•

Prevents breaches and other attacks with 24/7 monitoring

•

Enables better decisions with intel from external and proprietary global feeds
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The Benefits of Reliable Threat Intelligence and Solutions
Using NIST and other major cybersecurity guidelines as a foundation, BOSS and
our SOC team categorize, analyze, and compare your risks in relation to your
people, processes, and tools. The actionable information provided by BOSS
focuses on supporting effective, risk-based decision making at every level of your
organization.
Identify: Our discovery appliance (physical or virtual) collects data from every
endpoint on your network. It then safely transfers the customer information
through the encrypted BOSS pipeline for storage in customer-specific silos on our
secure private cloud.
Protect: We determine and outline tailored safeguards to ensure your business
continuity. This includes your security maturity, which provides insight into your
current capabilities and gaps for future growth.
Detect: The BOSS platform detects any unusual activity throughout your IT
infrastructure.
Respond: We take immediate action to fully understand the extent of vulnerability
and risk during a cybersecurity incident. Then we contain the impact and help
customers recover.
Recover: We deliver a detailed, cause/effect analysis of any incidents to share with
executives.

Ready for the Security You Deserve? Let’s Talk.
Talk to our experts today about your specific needs. Call 866-405-9156, email us
at sales@uncommonx.com or visit us at uncommonx.com.
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